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Benefit transfer is an approach to estimating costs and benefits of policies in the absence 

of original data collection.  Many different methods have been proposed (Navrud and 

Ready 2007).  They all use estimates from one or more previous studies to predict the 

benefits from a new policy at a different point in space, time, or both.  Under what 

conditions will these predictions be valid?  Previous work on benefit transfer 

methodology has addressed this question by suggesting informal guidelines for the 

selection of previous studies (Water Resources Research 28(3), 1992 and Ecological 

Economics 60(2), 2006).  There is consensus that the study sites should be “similar” to 

the policy site in terms of their consumer populations and in their provision of the good 

being valued.  The need for similarity is also emphasized in Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA) guidelines for benefit-cost analysis.  However, there is no formal test for 

judging whether two sites are sufficiently “similar” to conduct a benefit transfer.   
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This article uses a theoretical model of consumer behavior to define necessary 

conditions for benefit transfer to provide consistent value estimates.  In summary: (i) 

utility must be separable in unobserved site characteristics; (ii) the study site and policy 

site models must be correctly specified; (iii) people must not be sorted between the sites 

according to unobserved features of their preferences; and (iv) one must have adequate 

data on the characteristics of consumers and their choices.  Our analysis makes three 

contributions to the literature on benefit transfer methodology.  First, we identify the 

implicit assumptions that underlie the validity of benefit transfer.  Second, we discuss the 

testability of these assumptions.  Finally, we demonstrate how structural methods, such as 

preference calibration and preference function transfer, can relax the need for site 

similarity, providing more flexibility in how benefit transfers are conducted. 

Benefit Transfer in Theory and Practice 

Key issues in establishing the credibility of any benefit transfer include the definition of 

value, the quality of the original studies, and the need to address differences in 

environmental quality and consumer characteristics between the original study and new 

policy applications.  EPA’s (2000) “Guidelines for Preparing Economic Analyses” 

include five steps that relate to these issues: 

1. Describe the policy case. 

2. Identify existing, relevant studies. 

3. Review available studies for quality and applicability. 

a. the basic commodities must be essentially the equivalent; 

b. the baseline and extent of change should be similar; and  
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c. the affected populations should be similar. 

4. Transfer the benefit estimates. 

5. Address uncertainty. 

Describing the “policy case” requires a theoretical framework that reflects the shape of 

the demand curve or utility function as well as the constraints faced by consumers.   

Two benefit transfer methods are capable of ensuring the analysis is theoretically 

consistent: preference calibration (PC) and preference function transfer (PFT).  Both 

approaches seek to estimate structural preference parameters for consumers and then 

transfer the corresponding utility function to the new policy application.  The difference 

between the two methods is that PFT uses the results from a previous study to transfer a 

utility function (Zanderson, Termansen, and Jensen 2007) whereas PC uses previous 

value estimates to calibrate the parameters of a utility function posited by the benefit-

transfer practitioner (Smith, Pattanayak, and Van Houtven 2006).  In either case the 

utility function can be combined with information for the new policy (e.g. environmental 

quality change and consumer income and characteristics) to calculate partial equilibrium 

values at the policy site.   

PC and PFT have both been used for benefit-cost analysis.  For example benefit-

cost analyses of the Environmental Quality Incentives Program and the Conservation 

Security Program used Feather, Hellerstein, and Hansen’s (1999) random utility model of 

recreation demand to estimate benefits from water quality and wildlife habitat 

improvements from “environmental friendly” farming practices (e.g. USDA 2005).  

Because PFT specifies the preference functions for consumers at the study and policy 
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sites, it provides a convenient framework for formalizing the conditions required for 

benefit transfers to provide consistent value estimates for a new policy application.    

A Conceptual Framework for Preference Function Transfer 

This section introduces a unified conceptual framework for preference function 

estimation and transfer based on five assumptions that are jointly sufficient for PFTs to 

provide consistent estimates of partial equilibrium values.  The benefit transfer objective 

is to compute a compensating variation (CV) value estimate for a change in 

environmental quality at the policy site.  An individual consumer’s utility can be written 

as a function of environmental quality (q), income ( y ), preferences (α ), and a vector of 

all other characteristics describing the consumer and the site ( Z ).  Using this notation, 

CV is implicitly defined by equation (1): 

(1) ( ) ( )αα ;,,;,, 10
PSPSPSPSPSPSPS CVyZqVyZqV −= .   

The 0 and 1 superscripts denote environmental quality before and after the change, and 

the PS subscripts indicate that variables are measured at the policy site. 

A PFT predicts CV at the policy site by combining a parametric estimate of ( )⋅V  

from the study site with data on characteristics describing the policy site and its affected 

consumer population ( )PSPSPSPS yZqq ,,, 10 .  We discuss the estimation and transfer 

processes in turn and define the assumptions that underlie each step.         

Estimating a Preference Function at the Study Site 

Consumers at the study site reveal their preferences by choosing among  

alternatives.  The object of choice may be an actual choice such as housing, job, or 

recreation.  Or it may be a choice revealed in a stated preference survey.  In general we 

Jj ,...,1∈
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can express consumer i’s utility from choice j as ( )iiijj yZqV α;,, .  Notice that the vector 

of characteristics ( ) may vary across consumers and choices (e.g. travel costs, number 

of children, etc.), and there is heterogeneity in preferences and income (

ijZ

iiy α, ).     

To recognize that the researcher is unable to observe all characteristics of sites 

and people, we can partition the full vector of characteristics [ ]ξ,Z = , dX , where X  

denotes observed site characteristics,   denotes observed demographic characteristics, 

and 

d

ξ  denotes all unobserved characteristics of sites and people.  This distinction 

motivates the first assumption that applies to the study site in a PFT framework.  Utility 

is assumed to be separable in unobserved characteristics:  

ASSUMPTION SS.1: ( ) ( )ijijjSSSS XqGV SSiii Hyd β γξ ;,, ;, += . 

Under the separability assumption, the full vector of preferences iα  can be partitioned 

into preferences for observed site characteristics iβ  and preferences for unobserved site 

characteristics iγ .  The role of separability is to guarantee that the marginal utility from 

environmental quality does not depend on variables which the researcher is unable to 

measure for the initial study.   

The goal of estimation is to use the available information on the characteristics of 

people and their choices over the J alternatives to recover a vector of parameters θ  that 

characterizes the distribution of preferences for observed site characteristics ( )θβ ; SSF .  

This can be done using one of several econometric methods such as a random-utility 

model, a corner solution model, a structural hedonic model, or an equilibrium sorting 
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model.  In all of these frameworks, one must impose more structure to identify the 

rib on of p erences.  This is typically done by placing parametric restr tions on 

SSF , SSG , and SSH .  For exa ple ran m utility models often assume: (i) SSG  is lin

; (ii) SSH  lows an iid extreme value distribution, 

dist uti ref ic

m do ear 

and additively separable in folijX

( )  EVI Type~; ijijSSH εγξ = ; and (iii) SSF  is defined such that iβ  is a linear additively 

 

y sp  estim ds. 

sepa

pref

rab

eren

le function of id , iy , and an iid random shock from a normal distribution.    

The second assumption is that all of the structural components of the study site

ce function are correct ec nd ated using appropriate methol ified a

ASSUMPTION SS.2: ( )⋅SSF , ( )⋅SSG , ( )⋅SSH  are specified and estimated 

correctly. 

Assuming the specification is correct and data are measured without error, it is well 

known that one can recover a consistent estimate for SSθ  if an appropriate estimato

used.  In order to transfer the resultin

r is 

preference function to the policy site, three 

nob aracteristics at the nd study sites.    

g 

serve

additional assumptions are needed. 

Transferring Preferences to the Policy Site 

The first assumption is a stronger version of separability.  Utility at the policy site is 

assumed to be separable in  policy aall u d ch

ASSUMPTION PS.1:  ( ) ( )γξβ ; ;,,, PSPSPS HydXqGV += , where SSPS ξξξ ∪= . 

Together, the two separability assumptions (SS.1 and PS.1) guarantee that unobserved 

characteristics cancel ou f the e ression for compensating variation.  In other wor

our inability to observe PS

t o xp ds 

ξ  and SSξ  does not have the potential to contaminate our 
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measur

Given se

e for CV from equation (1).   

parability in unobserved characteristics, the PFT takes the estimate for 

( )β;,,, ydXqG  from the study site and adapts it to the policy site using PS data on q, X

d, and y.  This process must define the preference function for people at the policy site 

and their joint distribution of income and demographic characteristics.  First, consider

preference function.  We assume the empirica

, 

 the 

l specification for preferences from the 

study site is equally valid for the policy site: 

( ) ( ) jiydXydXqG iiiijiiiijjSS ,    ,,;,,, ∀qG jPS ;,= ββ , ASSUMPTION PS.2: 

    ( ) ( )θβθβ ; ; PSSS FF =  ,   and    PSSS θθ = . 

Equality of SSG  and PSG  means the parametric structure used to represent utility for the 

study site is sufficiently general that differences between the study site population and

policy site population can be fully captured by differences in preference parameters, 

incomes, and demographic characteristics.  Equality of SSF  and PSF  means the sam

statistical distribution (normal, beta, gamma) can be used to represent the form

preference heterogeneity at each site.  Equality of SS

 the 

e 

 of 

θ  and PSθ  means the two 

distributions have exactly the same shape.  Overall, assumption PS.2 can be interpreted as 

a “sorting” restriction.  It guarantees that people are not systematically sorted between th

study site and the policy site according to unobserved features of their pref

e 

erences that 

influen

 

and dem opulation at the policy site.   

ce their willingness-to-pay for changes in environmental quality.   

The final assumption is that the researcher knows the joint distribution of income

ographic characteristics describing the consumer p

ASSUMPTION PS.3:  PSPS yd ,  are known. 
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At first glance this may seem like a harmless data requirement.  It is certainly easy t

obtain spatially delineated census data on income and demographics.  This may be 

sufficient for applications where the quality change affects all residents living in a 

particular set of neighborhoods that map into Census areas.  However, if the change 

affects a particular recreation site, such as a beach, lake, or park, and the probability of 

attending that site is a function of income, demo cs, or distance, then know

o 

graphi ledge of 

 from the Census data.   

s a 

erence function and the available data for the policy site and its population: 

the site selection process is required to predict PSPS yd ,

Consistency of Partial Equilibrium Welfare Measures 

Together, the five PFT assumptions allow us to develop a consistent estimator of 

compensating variation for the policy site population PSCV .  Equation (2) provide

formal definition for expected individual PSCV  written in terms of the study site 

pref

( ) ( ) ( )∫=
β

βθββ dFydXqqCVydCVE SSSSPSPS  ˆ; ;,,,,, 10(2) ,    

where  ( ) ( )ββ ;,,,;,,,  : 10
PSPSPSPSPSSSPSPSPSPSSSPS CVydXqGydXqGCV −= . 

Notice that the expectation is taken with respect to the random component of preferenc

heterogeneity.  If people have homogeneous prefe es f

e 

renc or observed characteristics, 

equatio

ved  

 

is given b

n (2) would provide an exact measure for PSCV .   

We can make a simple argument for the consistency of transferred benefit 

estimates.  Assumptions SS.1 and PS.1 jointly guarantee that unobser  characteristics

drop out of the expression for C , so it can be defined in terms of PSG .  Assumption

PS.2 states that the structure of PG y SSG , and any unobserved preference 

PSV

S  
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heterogeneity will be captured by ( )SSSSF θβ ; .  W le the true value of SShi θ  is unknown, 

assumption SS.2 implies the study site estimator SSθ̂  is consis t.  Thus, equation

correctly specified function of a vector of random variables, SSθ̂ .  As long as this 

function is real valued and continuous at SS

ten  (2) is a 

θ , theorem 3.2.6 in Amemiya (1985) implie

(2) will provide a consistent estimate for individual CV.  Assumption PS.3 ensures we 

have the data on income and demographics needed to actually calculate the expected CV 

for each individual.  Thus, the five PFT assumptions are jointly sufficient for the trans

s 

fer 

process

 (p) and quality (

ten as follows: 

(3) 

 to provide consistent partial equilibrium benefit measures for the policy site. 

An example may help to fix ideas.   Suppose our policy site data are limited to 

information on price q), and the study site preference function can be 

writ

( ) ijV jiijiij qpy jxβ β β ε+− ,21 ++= ,   3

where  ,11 θβ =   ,d2,2 i ii ηθβ +=   and   ( ),~ 43 θθη N . 

The preference function clearly satisfies the separability requirement (SS.1).  At first it 

may seem like a problem that we do not have data on 

i

x  at the policy sit PS .  However, 

because (3) is additively separable in PSx , satisfying assumption PS.1, jx3

e, x

β  will drop o

of the expression for PSCV .

ut 

we can use the s ructure of 

o define the fo :     

1  Assumption PS.2 implies that  

PS

t

(3) t llowing measure for individual CV

(4) ( )10

1

2
, PSPS

ii
iPS qqCV −=

θ
d +ηθ ,  where  ( )43 ,~ θθη Ni . 

Assumption SS.2 implies that the study site parameter estimates ( 4321
ˆ,ˆ,ˆ,ˆ θθθθ ) are 
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consistent for the policy site population, and the remaining information on individual 

income and demographics needed to calculate  is provided by assumption PS.3.   

 “S” 

 

ed 

ajor 

 and 

 in terms 

ily 

membe s. 

PSCV

Discussion 

Testing the Four “S” Assumptions of Benefit Transfer 

Perhaps the key implication of our conceptual framework is the need to test the four

assumptions that underlie benefit transfers: separability, specification, sorting, and

selection.  Assumptions SS.1 and PS.1 state that utility is separable in unobserv

characteristics.  Separability is routinely invoked in random utility models for 

computational convenience.  At present there is no formal test for separability, and the 

extent to which this assumption drives benefit estimates is unclear.  Assumptions SS.1 

and PS.1 are likely to be valid for passive use values, such as the WTP to prevent a m

oil spill in Alaska or to establish a marine preserve in the Atlantic Ocean.  In both of 

these examples, a consumer’s WTP for the prospective quality change is unlikely to 

depend on characteristics of the study site where the survey is implemented or the policy 

site where values are transferred.  While WTP may depend on a consumer’s income

education, these variables are typically recorded during the initial survey and their 

distributions at the policy site are observable as long as that site can be defined

of Census geography.  The separability assumptions are more problematic for 

applications where WTP depends on the health of consumers, the health of their fam

rs, or other variables that are rarely observed outside of specialized survey

In principle accomplishing assumption SS.2 is possible.  We expect this 

assumption will be better met as the empirical literature evolves and better data 
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management procedures are employed.  Careful documentation of data and estimation

will help others to judge a preference function specification.  Objective evaluation is 

possible if, for example, the study site data are generated by a quasi-experimental proce

that can be exploited to measure the relative performances of competing specifications 

(Provencher and Bishop 2004).  Even without such a design, the researcher can assess t

sensitivity of parameter estimates to subjective modeling decisions (Kuminoff 2009).  

While there is no bright-line rule here for when a study meets these criteria, the analyses 

cited above and other forms of sensitivity analysis conducted for the study site model can

help to investigate the uncertainty associated with using a study site pr

 

ss 

he 

 

eference function 

to acco

 

out 

nal 

y 

er 

mplish a PFT, addressing the fifth step in the EPA guidelines. 

Assumption PS.2 states that people are not systematically “sorted” between the

study site and the policy site according to unobserved features of their preferences for 

environmental quality.  The hedonic property value literature, for example, maintains that 

market forces sort people within a single housing market, yet there is no consensus ab

the extent of sorting that occurs at the national level (Zabel and Kiel 2000; Chay and 

Greenstone 2005).  The point is that any systematic variation in preferences between the 

study site population and the policy site population can invalidate a benefit transfer, and 

testing for spatial variation in environmental preferences at the national and sub-natio

levels is an important topic for future research on the validity of benefit transfers.  A 

trivial case that rules out sorting is when the study and policy sites refer to the same 

geographic region at nearly the same point in time.  Assumption PS.2 is also more likel

to be valid for transfers based on unexpected events, such as the discovery of a canc
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cluster (e.g. Churchill County, Nevada, in 2000), where households do not have an 

opportunity to sort themselves according to their preferences for environmental risk prio

to the event.  The no sorting assumption is more problematic for transferring estimates 

between the site of an unexpected event and a site with long-term contamination, su

r 

ch as 

a super or. 

 

e 

e 

and 

th 

 characteristics such as age, income, and race.  This is 

implied

se 

fund site, where people have had considerable time to adjust their behavi

Testing the “no sorting” assumption is also important for evaluating the 

possibilities for using random parameter models for benefit transfer.  Two key conditions

must be satisfied for a random parameter model to provide valid transfer estimates.  Th

random component of heterogeneity in preferences for environmental quality must be 

described by the same statistical distribution at the study site and the policy site, and th

two populations must share the same functional relationship between preferences 

demographics.  For example, in order to transfer a preference function for beach 

restoration from Florida to southern California, we must be willing to assume that bo

populations share the same distribution of marginal utility for beach length after we 

condition on their demographic

 by assumption PS.2.   

Finally, assumption PS.3 requires that we know the incomes and demographic 

characteristics of the policy site population.  This is trivial to test—we either have the

data or we do not.  It is less clear what can be done without the data.  The seemingly 

obvious solution is to use Census data on people who live near the policy site.  Yet, this 

approach raises the possibility of selection bias.  We are unaware of any past work on the 

“site selection bias” that would arise from using proxy demographics from the Census (or 
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other sources) to predict the characteristics of the policy site population.  It is common 

the random utility literature to specify the probability of site selection as a functio

demographic characteristics, and recent work has also suggested a role for social 

interactions (Timmins and Murdock 2007).  The challenge is to find a way to use this 

information to predict the subset of the local population that will select the location o

policy site area

in 

n of 

f the 

 over available substitutes.  This is another important topic for future 

 

ar 

cteristics 

 

research.2       

Implications for EPA’s Benefit Transfer Guidelines 

By adding rigor to the description of consumer behavior, our conceptual framework 

relaxes the rigidity of EPA’s “Guidelines for Preparing Economic Analyses” to provide 

more flexibility in how benefits transfers can be conducted.  The EPA guidelines require:

(i) the same basic commodities to be consumed at the study and policy sites; (ii) simil

baseline levels of those commodities; and (iii) similar consumer populations.  These 

requirements can be relaxed if one is willing to specify the preference functions that 

guide consumer behavior.  First, consider the basic commodities.  The study site and 

policy site commodities must both convey the same measure of environmental quality 

( q ), for example, lake water clarity.  The lake sites may differ in the other chara

that they convey, as long as each lake can be consistently described by a set of 

characteristics (Z), and utility is separable in the characteristics that cannot be measured

at all lakes (ξ ).  Differences in commodities are taken into account during the transfer 

process by calibrating the utility function using the available policy site data.   

Second, consider the levels of each commodity and the size of the change at the 
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policy site.  As long as our structural specification for the preference function is accurate, 

we can use it to assess the partial equilibrium welfare implications from any 

policy site.  Of course this is predicated on the assumption that the range of 

environmental quality at th

change at the 

e study site is sufficient to identify the structural parameters of 

the pre

ed for 

fer 

ces in the characteristics of 

study and policy sites.   

tions 

t framework in which to formalize the 

assump

) 

ference function.   

Finally, our restrictions on sorting and selection relax the need for similar 

populations.  The study site and policy site populations may differ as long as the 

systematic variation in their preferences for environmental quality is fully explained by 

observable demographic characteristics (i.e., the transfer estimate can be calibrat

such differences through d).  The main implication here is that the EPA transfer 

conditions do not need to be treated as strict requirements as long as the benefit trans

method is capable of calibrating for the relevant differen

people and their choices at the 

Conclusions and Next Steps 

Previous work on the methodology of benefit transfer has sought to establish broad, 

informal guidelines for the transfer process.  In contrast we have defined the specific 

assumptions that make benefit transfers work.  While we have defined these assump

in the context of PFT, they are not unique to this method.  They serve as necessary 

conditions for any theoretically consistent approach to benefit transfer.  Preference 

function transfer simply provides a convenien

tions and consider their implications. 

In reduced-form frameworks of PFTs, such as meta-analysis, the four “S” (4S
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assumptions—separability, specification, sorting, and selection—are implicit in th

transfer process.  Violations of the study site assumptions (SS.1-2) will generate 

measurement error in the dependent variable of a meta-regression, and violations o

policy site assumptions (PS.1-3) will confound the model’s external validity.  For 

example a meta-analysis that uses past estimates for welfare measures from one site t

predict welfare at a different site implicitly assumes that any systematic variation in 

preferences between the two populations is explained by the observable characteristics o

the population that serve as regressors.  While the 4S assumptions are sufficient for the

validity of a structural PFT, they are not sufficient to ensure the validity of a reduced-

form transfer.  In addition to satisfying the 4S assumptions, a meta-regression mus

be correctly specified and sample selection issues m

e 

f the 

o 

f 

 

t also 

ust be addressed (Nelson and 

Kenned

s.  

at may 

ral 

measur on. 

y 2009; Rosenberger and Johnston 2009). 

It is also important to underscore that our analysis reflects a partial equilibrium 

perspective.  We have held prices fixed, and we have implicitly assumed that people do 

not adjust their behavior in response to changes in quality.  While this seems extreme, it 

may provide a reasonable approximation for the short-run response to moderate change

A partial equilibrium perspective is clearly less appropriate for large changes th

force people to adjust immediately or even relatively small changes where the 

incremental cost of adjustment is minimal.  Extending our analysis to consider gene

equilibrium adjustment would require us to address a fifth “S”—substitution.  We 

conjecture that one could make consistent predictions for general equilibrium welfare 

es using data on the substitution possibilities faced by the policy site populati
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Overall, our analysis suggests a new direction for future research on benefit 

transfer methodology.  By pursuing an agenda of testing the structural assumptions that 

underlie benefit transfers, we can identify which (if any) assumptions are systematicall

violated, assess the consequences, and look for solutions.  In ongoing research we

using simulation methods to assess the relative importance of violating each “S” 

assumption in a policy relevant application of PFT.  Preliminary results suggest that 

y 

 are 

elfare measures are particularly sensitive to violations of the “no sorting” condition.   

 

w
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1 Conversely, assumption PS.1 implies that any variable observed for the policy study, 

but not the initial study, will drop out of the expression for compensating variation. 

2 Another challenge is that practitioners are not consistent in the demographics included 

from one study to another, and the demographics chosen are often not the same as those 

maintained in large, national databases such as the census data. 


